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ABSTRACT 

The variable reluctance, 
permanent magnet excited 
Sawyer type linear synchronous 
motor, by simplicity of its 
structure and control facili
ties, seems to be one of the 
best choice in many linear 
positioning drive systems. 
Because of the mover's vibra
tions and of the necessity to 
improve the incremental posi
tioning precision, the control 
by a closed-loop drive system 
is necessary. The authors 
propose, and analyse, by 
computer modelling, a closed
loop drive system, with an 
imposed velocity profile for 
the mover, considering a 
coupled circuit-field model of 
the Sawyer type motor. The 
results confirm the validity 
of the given Sawyer type 
linear motor closed-loop 
dynamic behaviour digital 
simulation and offer the 
possibility to estabilish the 
correct data for the sine-cos 
current supply source. 

In several industrial 
applications, as robotics, NC 
machine-tools, computer aided 
manufacturing high speed 

precise linear incremental 
positionings are necessary. 

The variable reluctance, 
permanent magnet ex cited, 
synchronous linear motor, by 
its simplicity and control 
facilities is one of the best 
choice for this purposes. 

The Sawyer type linear 
motor consists of a moveable 
armature, the mover, suspended 
over a fixed platen which may 
be of any length. The platen 
is an equidistant toothed 
structure fabricated from high 
permeability magnetic mate
rial. The mover contains a 
permanent magnet and two 
electromagnets with toothed 
poles. The teeth pitch on the 
poles matches the teeth pitch 
on the platen. By commuting 

the permanent magnet flux with 
controlled coils of the mover 
electromagnets is resulting a 
tangential force which tends 
to align the mover poles teeth 
with the platen teeth in a 
manner as to minimize the air
gap magnetic energy. 

Mover vibrations and loss 
of synchronism are the main 
disavantages of this motor. 
The vibrations are caused by 
the modification of the l arge 
normal forces, by the oscilla
tions of the mover around th� 
equil ibrium positions and by 
the harmonlcs in both the alr 

gap flux and drIve currenls. 
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In order to avoid the mover 

vibrations and the loss of 

synchronism a closed-loop 

system control is necessary. 

The velocity feedback is 

assured by sensing the mover's 

acceleration with a piezo
electrical accelerometer and 
integrating it. 

An usual circuit model 
for the dynamic behaviour 
simUlation of this kind of 
motor is useless because of 
permanent magnet operating 
paint changes due to variable 
air-gap reluctances and con
trol amperturns. Therefore a 
coupled circuit-field mathe
matical model has been uti
I i sed. 

An ideal velocity 

profile was determined in 

order to obtain the given 
displacement at maximum speed. 
At each time the input 
currents are computed that the 
resulting velocity keeps on 

with the ideal one. 
From the computed results 

a great difference can be 
observed between the open-loop 
and closed-loop drive modes. 
Also, it has to be pointed out 
that the considered model, 
more accurate than the one 
from [ 1], gives obviously more 
accurate results, and offers 
many necessary informations to 
the system designer. 

MOTOR HODEL 

The variable reluctance, 
permanent magnet excited, 
synchronous Sawyer type linear 
motor is in many ways analo
gous to a permanent magnet 
rotary stepper motor. The 
combined action of the per
manent magnet excitation with 
the electromagnet coils 

amperturns and variable air-
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gap reluctance produces 

nonlinear effects as satu

ration of the magnetic path 

and magnetisation or demagne

ti sation of the permanent 

magnet. Therefore the most 

accurate way to fully consider 

the above presented effects 

consits of solvig the field 

problem and to calculate at 

every moment of time the air

gap flux linkages. By knowing 

the main path flux linkages 

there is no need to consider 
any kind of mutual inductances 
and equivalent amperturns for 

permanent magnet modelling, 
[2].' And by this way the 
machine model comes out as a 
combined field-circuit madel, 
where the currents are re
quired only for the field 

problem salving necessities, 
and they will be computed, 
taking fully into account the 
changes which occur in coils 
inductances. In the paper the 
field problem has been reduced 
to nonlinear equivalent magne
tic circuit solving, because 
it needs shorter computer 
time, but a numerical method, 
such as finite elements or 
finite differences, should 
give more accuracy. The 
permanent magnet was con
sidered only in the nonlinear 
equivalent magnetic circuit 
and it operating point was 
changed in accordance with the 
flux linkage through. 

Because the motor model 
is presented in detail in 

other paper, [3], here only 
the main steps in the compu
tation process are given: 

(i) At a given time value 
the control coils currents are 
computed by a usual circuit 

model. 
(ii) With new given 

currents (amperturns) through 

an iterative procedure, by 



solving the equivalent 

magnetic circuit � the new 

values of the flux linkages 

are determi ned � i nsi de thi s 

procedure the permanent magnet 
operating point changes and 

magnetic saturation of iron 
parts are fully considered. 

(i i i) By derivation of 
the magnetic energy, evaluated 
from the computed polar flux 
linkages, the normal and tan
gential forces are calculated. 

(iv) Integrating twice 
the 
with 

displacement equation, 
the above determined 

forces, 
position 
obtained. 

(v) 

position 
tances 
changed 
magnetic 
procedure 
begining 
time. 

the new relative 

of the mover is 

For this new relative 
the air-gap reluc

are evaluated and 
in the equivalent 

circuit, so the 
can start from 

with an increased 

In the proposed model the 
platen was considered made by 
laminated steel, so the eddy
currents in the platen core 
were neglected, and so were 
the forces given by them. 

By using the proposed 
model at every time iteration 

one can obtain the normal and 
tangential forces, the dis
placement, velocity and acce
leration of the mover, and 
other electric and magnetic 
characteristics of the motor, 

for given structure and supply 

voltages. This model can be, 
and was extended for other 
type of synchronous motors 

with permanent magnets. 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

In many applications 
Sawyer type linear motors are 
operated in open-loop control 
mode because of simple 
electronics and mechanism. 
This mode of control is 
however, subjected to mecha
nical resonance, intolerance 
of load changes and instabi
lities in certain speed ran
ges. For this reason open-loop 
control systems are rarely 
allowed to operate in situa
tions where the linear motor 
is producing its full force, 
so the motor is under
utilised. On the other hand 
the closed-loop control 

systems, using feedback 
signals from the load system, ' 
maximise the slew velocity, 
minimise positioning times, by 
adopting quick accelerations 
and decelerations. The use of 
one or more feedback loops 
guarantees step integrity by a 
proper control strategy. 

For the control of the 
Sawyer type linear motor in 
discussion it was used a 
direct-time velocity control 
system, shown in figure 1. 

il v" i" Intelligent Curent , L inear \ , 
< ,. dt-ivet- " generator l1otOt-

i2 
" 

, " 

v a 
Tntegrato • .  : Acce let-QMeter 

Fi gure 1. 
The direct - t ime velocity control 
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The motor is driven by 
microstepping in order to 
increase the resolution of the 
positioning. In this case the 

two control coils of the 
electromagnets are supplied by 

a sine-form, respectively a 
cosine-form current. Micro

stepping improves the 
resolution of the linear motor 

by a f actor equal to the 
number of sub-steps in a full
step. 

The instantaneous accele
ration of the Sawyer type 
linear motor is detected by a 
piezoelectrical accelerometer 
disposed on the mover. The 
instantaneous velocity is 
obtained by integrating the 
instantaneous acceleration. 
The integrated signal is fed 
back to the control unit. The 
control system issues each 
microstep command only when 
the motor has responded satis
factorily to the previous 
command. In this way there is 
no possibility of the motor 
losing steps. The control 
system has to find the optimal 
current values in the two 
control coils of the electro
magnets. 

The displacement of the 
mover can be controlled in an 
optimal way in time provided 
that it is divided into three 
main intervals: f irst, the 
acceleration interval, having 
maximal accelertation, second 
having constant maximal 
velocity, and the third, 
having maximal deceleration. 
It is required a caref ul 
control of acceleration and 
deceleration in order to 

minimise the time taken to 
perform the motion. 

In practice, it is often 
used the linear ramping of the 

velocity, shown in figure 2., 
[4] • 
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tacc tdec 
Figure 2. 

The velocity profile 

This strategy is the 
simplest to implement, but 
other velocity prof iles can 
yield better response. The 
maximum slew speed, vmax' is 
deter-mined by the necessities 
of the positioning system. The 
optimum ramp gradient and the 
stepping rate limit depend on 
the distance of the required 
positioning. 

The maximal acceleration, 
amax' is determined by the 
maximal tangential force, 
Fmax' developed by the linear 
motor and the sum of the 
mover·s and the usef ul loads 
mass, m: 

amax = Fmax I m 

Closed-loop Sawyer type 
linear stepping motor control 
allows stable operation at 
such high speeds that, in a 
real positioning application, 
deceleration must be initiali
zed a few time before the 
target position is attained. 
The motor deceleration is 
initiated at that point where 

the rate of the maximal dece
leration <identical with the 

maximal acceleration) enables 
the load to reach the target 
position with zero speed. 

The necessary time for 
acceleration tacc' respective
ly f or deceleration, tdec is: 



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The pe�manent magnet 
synch�onous Sawye� type linea� 
moto�, when a�e not required 
ve�y high performances, can be 
drived up by constant values 
sine-cos currents at a given 
frequency. In the closed-loop 
operating mode the control 
signal can affect currents 
amplitude, phase or frequency. 
In this pape� was considered, 
comparatively, open-loop and 
closed-loop operating modes. 
For the open-loop drive system 
the control coils are supplied 
with constant values sine
cos currents, and frequency. 
In the closed-loop operating 
mode the control coils were 
supplied with variable values 
sine-cos currents, but at 
constant frequency. 

The permanent magnet 
synchronous Sawyer type linear 
motor with four poles, has 5 
teeth on each pole, tooth 
pitch being .002 m and tooth 
length . 001 m. The platen 
teeth structure is the same. 
The mover permanent magnet is 
of VACOMAX-145 type with 
residual flux density .9 T and 
coercive force 650 kA/m. The 
control coils have 200 turns 
each, with a resistance of 3.5 
ohms. 

The required displacement 
is .005 m at a velocity of .1 
m/s. The maximal acceleration 
adopted is 10 mlsls, therefore 
the acceleration, respectively 
the deceleration time is .01 s 
and the motor will run at 
constant speed .04 s. 

In figure 3. are shown 
the variations versus time of 
the current in a command coil, 
resulting tangential fo�ce, 

displacement and velOCity in 
the case of an open-loop drive 
system. One can observe the 
great variations pf the move�s 
velocity during the movement 
yield to the variations of the 
tangential force. Figu�e 4. 
shows the va�iations ve�sus 
time of the currents in the 
command coils, resulting tan
gential force, displacement, 
velocity and accele�ation of 
the mover in the case of a 
closed-loop d�ive system. The 
mover is accelerated by a 
great tangential force which 
is mostly constant while the 
movers velocity is constant, 
and has a ve�y small value 
during the deceleration. The 
demanded velocity profile is 
almost identicaly reproduced 
by the mover, while the 
displacement is quite linear. 

In the closed-loop 
operating mode the control 
currents have obiviously a 
va�iable amplitude, what is 
easy to sea from figure 4., , 
and the system desi gner has to 'i 

consider this for tha supply 
source. 

The presented dynamic 
model of a closed-loop drive 
system of a Sawyer type linear 
motor has proved a valid help 
in the study of the motorPs 
static and dynamic behaviour 
and in the designing the 
direct-time velocity control 
system. 
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           ABSTRACT                 The   variable  reluctance,   
                                 permanent   magnet    excited,   
     The variable  reluctance,   synchronous  linear motor,  by   
permanent    magnet    excited   its  simplicity  and   control   
Sawyer type linear synchronous   facilities is one of the  best   
motor,  by simplicity  of  its   choice for this purposes.        
structure and control  facili-        The  Sawyer  type  linear   
ties,  seems to be one of  the   motor  consists of a  moveable   
best  choice  in  many  linear   armature, the mover, suspended   
positioning   drive   systems.   over a fixed platen which  may   
Because of the mover's  vibra-   be  of any length. The  platen   
tions and of the necessity  to   is   an  equidistant   toothed   
improve the incremental  posi-   structure fabricated from high   
tioning precision, the control   permeability  magnetic   mate-   
by a closed-loop drive  system   rial.  The  mover  contains  a   
is   necessary.  The   authors   permanent   magnet   and   two   
propose,   and   analyse,   by   electromagnets  with   toothed   
computer modelling, a  closed-   poles. The teeth pitch on  the   
loop  drive  system,  with  an   poles matches the teeth  pitch   
imposed  velocity profile  for   on  the platen.  By  commuting   
the   mover,   considering   a   the permanent magnet flux with   
coupled circuit-field model of   controlled coils of the  mover   
the  Sawyer  type  motor.  The   electromagnets is resulting  a   
results  confirm the  validity   tangential  force which  tends   
of   the  given  Sawyer   type   to align the mover poles teeth   
linear    motor    closed-loop   with  the  platen teeth  in  a   
dynamic   behaviour    digital   manner as to minimize the air-   
simulation   and   offer   the   gap magnetic energy.             
possibility to estabilish  the        Mover vibrations and loss   
correct data for the  sine-cos   of  synchronism are  the  main   
current supply source.           disavantages  of  this  motor.   
                                 The  vibrations are caused  by   
     In   several   industrial   the modification of the  large   
applications, as robotics,  NC   normal forces, by the oscilla-   
machine-tools, computer  aided   tions of the mover around  the   
manufacturing    high    speed   equilibrium  positions and  by   
precise   linear   incremental   the harmonics in both the air-   
positionings are necessary.      gap  flux and drive  currents.   

In  order to avoid  the  mover   gap    reluctance     produces   
vibrations  and  the  loss  of   nonlinear  effects  as   satu-   
synchronism   a    closed-loop   ration  of the  magnetic  path   
system  control is  necessary.   and magnetisation or  demagne-   
The   velocity   feedback   is   tisation   of  the   permanent   
assured by sensing the mover's   magnet.  Therefore  the   most   
acceleration  with  a   piezo-   accurate way to fully consider   
electrical  accelerometer  and   the  above  presented  effects   
integrating it.                  consits  of solvig  the  field   
     An  usual  circuit  model   problem  and to  calculate  at   
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for   the  dynamic   behaviour   every moment of time the  air-   
simulation  of  this  kind  of   gap flux linkages. By  knowing   
motor  is useless  because  of   the  main path  flux  linkages   
permanent   magnet   operating   there  is no need to  consider   
point changes due to  variable   any kind of mutual inductances   
air-gap  reluctances and  con-   and equivalent amperturns  for   
trol  amperturns. Therefore  a   permanent  magnet   modelling,   
coupled  circuit-field  mathe-   [2].  And  by  this  way   the   
matical  model has  been  uti-   machine  model comes out as  a   
lised.                           combined field-circuit  model,   
     An     ideal     velocity   where  the  currents  are  re-   
profile   was  determined   in   quired  only  for  the   field   
order  to  obtain  the   given   problem  solving  necessities,   
displacement at maximum speed.   and  they  will  be  computed,   
At   each   time   the   input   taking fully into account  the   
currents are computed that the   changes  which occur in  coils   
resulting  velocity  keeps  on   inductances. In the paper  the   
with the ideal one.              field problem has been reduced   
     From the computed results   to nonlinear equivalent magne-   
a  great  difference  can   be   tic  circuit solving,  because   
observed between the open-loop   it   needs  shorter   computer   
and  closed-loop drive  modes.   time, but a numerical  method,   
Also, it has to be pointed out   such  as  finite  elements  or   
that  the  considered   model,   finite   differences,   should   
more  accurate  than  the  one   give   more   accuracy.    The   
from [1], gives obviously more   permanent   magnet  was   con-   
accurate  results, and  offers   sidered only in the  nonlinear   
many necessary informations to   equivalent  magnetic   circuit   
the system designer.             and  it  operating  point  was   
                                 changed in accordance with the   
                                 flux linkage through.            
         MOTOR MODEL                  Because  the motor  model   
                                 is  presented  in  detail   in   
     The variable  reluctance,   other  paper, [3],  here  only   
permanent   magnet    excited,   the  main steps in the  compu-   
synchronous Sawyer type linear   tation process are given:        
motor  is in many ways  analo-        (i) At a given time value   
gous  to  a  permanent  magnet   the control coils currents are   
rotary   stepper  motor.   The   computed  by a  usual  circuit   
combined  action of  the  per-   model.                           
manent magnet excitation  with        (ii)  With   new    given   
the    electromagnet     coils   currents (amperturns)  through   
amperturns  and variable  air-   an  iterative  procedure,   by   

solving     the     equivalent   for given structure and supply    
magnetic   circuit,  the   new   voltages.  This model can  be,    
values  of the  flux  linkages   and  was  extended  for  other    
are  determined,  inside  this   type  of  synchronous   motors    
procedure the permanent magnet   with permanent magnets.           
operating  point  changes  and  
magnetic  saturation  of  iron  
parts are fully considered.              CONTROL SYSTEM            
     (iii)  By  derivation  of  
the magnetic energy, evaluated        In   many    applications    
from  the computed polar  flux   Sawyer type linear motors  are    
linkages, the normal and  tan-   operated in open-loop  control    
gential forces are calculated.   mode    because   of    simple    
     (iv)  Integrating   twice   electronics   and   mechanism.    
the   displacement   equation,   This   mode  of   control   is    
with   the  above   determined   however,  subjected to  mecha-    
forces,   the   new   relative   nical  resonance,  intolerance    
position   of  the  mover   is   of  load changes and  instabi-    
obtained.                        lities  in certain  speed ran-    
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     (v) For this new relative   ges. For this reason open-loop    
position  the  air-gap  reluc-   control  systems  are   rarely    
tances   are   evaluated   and   allowed  to operate in  situa-    
changed   in  the   equivalent   tions  where the linear  motor    
magnetic   circuit,   so   the   is  producing its full  force,    
procedure   can   start   from   so   the   motor   is   under-    
begining  with  an   increased   utilised.  On the  other  hand    
time.                            the    closed-loop     control    
     In the proposed model the   systems,    using     feedback    
platen was considered made  by   signals from the load  system,    
laminated steel, so the  eddy-   maximise  the  slew  velocity,    
currents  in the  platen  core   minimise positioning times, by    
were  neglected, and  so  were   adopting  quick  accelerations    
the forces given by them.        and decelerations. The use  of    
     By  using  the   proposed   one  or  more  feedback  loops    
model at every time  iteration   guarantees step integrity by a    
one can obtain the normal  and   proper control strategy.          
tangential  forces,  the  dis-        For  the control  of  the    
placement, velocity and  acce-   Sawyer  type linear  motor  in    
leration  of  the  mover,  and   discussion   it  was  used   a    
other  electric  and  magnetic   direct-time  velocity  control    
characteristics of the  motor,   system, shown in figure 1.        

                            Figure 1.                             
             The direct-time velocity control system 

     The  motor is  driven  by     
microstepping   in  order   to 
increase the resolution of the 
positioning. In this case  the 
two   control  coils  of   the 
electromagnets are supplied by 
a  sine-form,  respectively  a 
cosine-form  current.   Micro- 
stepping     improves      the  
resolution of the linear motor            Figure 2.               
by  a  factor  equal  to   the       The velocity profile         
number of sub-steps in a full- 
step.                                This   strategy  is    the   
     The instantaneous accele-   simplest  to  implement,   but   
ration  of  the  Sawyer   type   other  velocity  profiles  can   
linear motor is detected by  a   yield  better  response.   The   
piezoelectrical  accelerometer   maximum  slew speed, vmax,  is   
disposed  on  the  mover.  The   determined  by the necessities   
instantaneous   velocity    is   of the positioning system. The   
obtained  by  integrating  the   optimum ramp gradient and  the   
instantaneous    acceleration.   stepping rate limit depend  on   
The  integrated signal is  fed   the  distance of the  required   
back to the control unit.  The   positioning.                     
control  system  issues   each        The maximal acceleration,   
microstep  command  only  when   amax,  is  determined  by  the   
the motor has responded satis-   maximal   tangential    force,   
factorily   to  the   previous   Fmax, developed by the  linear   
command. In this way there  is   motor  and  the  sum  of   the   
no  possibility of  the  motor   mover's  and the  useful loads   
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losing   steps.  The   control   mass, m:                         
system has to find the optimal 
current  values  in  the   two          amax = Fmax / m           
control coils of the  electro- 
magnets.                              Closed-loop  Sawyer  type   
     The  displacement of  the   linear stepping motor  control   
mover can be controlled in  an   allows  stable  operation   at   
optimal  way in time  provided   such  high speeds that,  in  a   
that it is divided into  three   real positioning  application,   
main  intervals:  first,   the   deceleration must be initiali-   
acceleration interval,  having   zed  a  few  time  before  the   
maximal accelertation,  second   target  position is  attained.   
having    constant     maximal   The  motor   deceleration   is   
velocity,   and   the   third,   initiated at that point  where   
having  maximal  deceleration.   the rate of the maximal  dece-   
It   is  required  a   careful   leration  (identical with  the   
control  of  acceleration  and   maximal acceleration)  enables   
deceleration   in   order   to   the  load to reach the  target   
minimise  the  time  taken  to   position with zero speed.    
perform the motion.                   The  necessary  time  for    
     In practice, it is  often   acceleration tacc, respective- 
used the linear ramping of the   ly for deceleration,  tdec is:   
velocity, shown in figure  2., 
[4].                               tacc = tdec = vmax / amax 

                                 displacement  and velocity  in   
                                 the case of an open-loop drive   
                                 system.  One can  observe  the   
    RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS      great variations of the movers   
                                 velocity  during the  movement   
     The   permanent    magnet   yield to the variations of the   
synchronous Sawyer type linear   tangential  force.  Figure  4.   
motor,  when are not  required   shows  the  variations  versus   
very high performances, can be   time  of the currents  in  the   
drived  up by constant  values   command coils, resulting  tan-   
sine-cos  currents at a  given   gential  force,  displacement,   
frequency. In the  closed-loop   velocity  and acceleration  of   
operating  mode  the   control   the  mover  in the case  of  a   
signal  can  affect   currents   closed-loop drive system.  The   
amplitude, phase or frequency.   mover  is  accelerated  by   a   
In this paper was  considered,   great  tangential force  which   
comparatively,  open-loop  and   is  mostly constant while  the   
closed-loop  operating  modes.   movers  velocity is  constant,   
For the open-loop drive system   and  has  a very  small  value   
the control coils are supplied   during  the deceleration.  The   
with  constant  values   sine-   demanded  velocity profile  is   
cos  currents, and  frequency.   almost  identicaly  reproduced   
In  the closed-loop  operating   by   the  mover,   while   the   
mode  the control  coils  were   displacement is quite linear.    
supplied with variable  values        In    the     closed-loop
sine-cos   currents,  but   at   operating  mode  the   control
constant frequency.              currents  have  obiviously   a
     The   permanent    magnet   variable  amplitude,  what  is   
synchronous Sawyer type linear   easy  to see from  figure  4.,   
motor  with four poles, has  5   and the system designer has to   
teeth  on  each  pole,   tooth   consider  this for the  supply   
pitch  being .002 m and  tooth   source.                          
length  .001  m.  The   platen        The   presented   dynamic   
teeth  structure is the  same.   model  of a closed-loop  drive   
The mover permanent magnet  is   system of a Sawyer type linear   
of   VACOMAX-145   type   with   motor has proved a valid  help   
residual flux density .9 T and   in  the study of  the  motor's   
coercive force  650 kA/m.  The   static  and dynamic  behaviour   
control  coils have 200  turns   and   in  the  designing   the   
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each, with a resistance of 3.5   direct-time  velocity  control   
ohms.                            system.                          
     The required displacement      
is .005 m at a velocity of  .1      
m/s. The maximal  acceleration      
adopted is 10 m/s/s, therefore             REFERENCES             
the acceleration, respectively 
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                            Figure 3.             
                    Results of the modelling     
                        for the open-loop         
                         operating mode

                            Figure 4.              
                    Results of the modelling      
                       for the closed-loop        
                         operating mode 
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